2020-2021 ECHS School Supply List

Agriculture (Mr. Clodfelter):
- Binder
- Flash drive
- Students taking Ag Construction, Ag Metal Fabrication, and Basic Ag Mechanics will need safety glasses (can be purchased for $5 in class)
- Students taking Ag Metal Fabrication will need a pair of leather boots and jeans with no holes or frays.

Agriculture (Mrs. Wiseman):
- Internet access at home is helpful as most of the textbooks are online. SAE record keeping is done online as well.
- All students need to bring 1 box of tissues

Art (Mrs. Bowser)
Art 1,2,3,4
- 12-24 pencils (non-mechanical) – Ticonderoga are recommended but not required
- Pink eraser
- Folders

Art 3 & 4 – might want to get a set of good drawing pencils

Drawing
- Pink Eraser or Kneadable eraser
- Set of Drawing Pencils including the following pencils:
  - 6B
  - 4B
  - 2B
  - HB

Band/Choir (Mrs. Swardstrom)
- Box of tissue
- Pencils
- Composition Notebook – Choir only

Business (Mrs. Rotramel)
Accounting:
- All working papers will be online. It will be helpful to have internet access at home.

Computer Concepts and Software Applications:
- Three-prong portfolio with two pockets
- One ream of printer paper

English (Mrs. Craig):
- 2-2 pocket folder with 3 prongs
- Composition notebook
- USB/Flash drive (does not have to be used exclusively in this class)
- Pens/Pencils
- Paper

English II (Mrs. Craig):
- 2 pocket folder
- Package of 100 3x5 index cards
- USB/Flash drive (does not have to be used exclusively in this class)
- Pens/Pencils
- Paper

English III (Mrs. Scarbrough):
- Notebook
- 2-2 pocket folders
- USB/Flash drive (does not have to be used exclusively in this class)
- Pens/Pencils
- Paper
- $3.00 will need to be given to Mrs. Scarbrough for the purchase of a copy of Hamlet that the student can keep and write in for class (for second semester).

Composition I and Composition II (Mrs. Scarbrough):
- 2-2 pocket folders
- Pens/Pencils

Fundamentals of Effective Speaking (Mrs. Scarbrough):
- Package of index cards
- Folder
- Pens and pencils

Shakespeare (Mrs. Scarbrough):
- Highlighters (do not have to be used exclusively in this class)
- Pens/Pencils
- Paper

Family and Consumer Science (Mrs. Kerr)
(Foods 1, 2, 3, Child Development, Parenting, Resource Management, Intro to FCS, and Home Decor)
- 1" 3-ring binder
- Set of 8 divider tabs
- Notebook paper
- Red ink pen
- Pencil/Ink pen
**Health** (Mr. Henton)
- Pencils
- Red Pens
- Notebook or Loose-leaf Paper
- Folder

**Math**

Technical Math – Mrs. Zurliene
- Paper
- Pencil/pen
- Bound index cards
- Calculator - Scientific or Graphing (*

Informal Algebra – Mrs. Bowser
- 2 glue sticks – 0.7 ounce or larger
- Pencils/Pens (black/blue)
- 170 count notebook paper – college rule
- 3 ring binder at least 2 inches
- Graphing Calculator – TI-83, TI-83 plus, TI-84, TI-84 plus No CASIO
- Purchase one tablet of Saxon Homework $2**

Algebra - Mr. Gerlach
- Pencils/Pens
- Pink Eraser
- Bound Index Cards
- Paper
- Graph Paper
- 3 ring binder at least 2 inches
- Graphing Calculator – TI-83, TI-83 plus, TI-84, TI-84 plus --- NO CASIO*
- Purchase one tablet of Saxon Homework $2**

Algebra II or Algebra III – Mrs. Zurliene
- Pencils
- Paper
- Graph Paper
- Graphing Calculator – TI-83, TI-83 plus, TI-84, TI-84 plus – NO CASIO*
- 3 Ring Binder at least 2 inches
- Bound Index Cards
- Purchase one tablet of Saxon Homework $2**

Pre-calculus – Mrs. Zurliene
- Pencils/Pens
- Bound Index Cards
- Paper
- 3 ring binder at least 2 inches
- Graphing Calculator – TI-83, TI-83 plus, TI-84, TI-84 plus – NO CASIO*
- Purchase one tablet of Saxon Homework $2**

**Geometry – Mr. Gerlach**
- Pencils
- Pink eraser
- Paper
- Graph Paper
- Scientific or Graphing Calculator*
- 6 inch ruler
- Compass
- Protractor
- 3 Ring Binder at least 2 inches
- Bound Index Cards
- Purchase one tablet of Saxon Homework $2**

*Graphing Calculators*
- Graphing Calculator – TI-83, TI-83 plus, TI-84, TI-84 plus align with the textbook exercises
- TI nSpire or a higher level calculators are not a necessary expense and difficult to use
- Search E-bay or other online sales sites
- ACT prohibits the use of certain calculators
- If you are not sure call Mrs. Z - 618-599-2925
- When you purchase the calculator, please write down the serial number off the back.
  It is helpful to have in case of loss.

**Saxon Paper**
- The Saxon paper will be available for purchase the first day of class.

**Science**

Advanced Biology (Mrs. Frankland):
- Note paper
- Organizer/Folder or 3-ring binder
- USB/flash drive, does not need to be exclusive to this class
- blue or black pen or #2 pencils
- red pen
- a highlighter, your choice of color
- Color pencils
- box of tissues, minimum of 160 tissues

Biology (Mrs. Frankland):
- Paper for notes and assignments
- Folder or 3-ring binder to organize papers in
- Composition book (not spiral) for lab work, can be wide-ruled or college-ruled
- USB/flash drive, does not need to be exclusive to this class
- blue or black pen or #2 pencils
- red pen
- a highlighter, your choice of color
- Color pencils
Earth Science (Mrs. Frankland):
- 2 Composition books (cannot be spiral-bound), can be wide-ruled or college-ruled
- Folder with pockets and 3-prongs
- blue or black pen or #2 pencils
- 1 red pen
- a highlighter, your choice of color
- color pencils
- rubber cement
- calculator, whatever you need for your math class is fine
- USB/Flash drive (does not have to be used exclusively in this class)
- 1 box of tissues, minimum of 160 tissues

Biological Diversity & Conservation (Mrs. Frankland):
- note paper
- something to organize your papers in
- 1 - USB/flash drive, does not need to be exclusive to this class
- blue or black pen or #2 pencils
- 1 – red ink pen
- a highlighter, your choice of color
- color pencil

Earth Science (Mrs. Cowling):
- 2 boxes Kleenex
- 1 composition notebook
- 2 pkgs notecards

Human Body (Mrs. Frankland):
- note paper
- something to organize your papers in
- 1 - USB/flash drive, does not need to be exclusive to this class
- blue or black pen or #2 pencils
- 1 – red ink pen
- a highlighter, your choice of color
- color pencils
- 1 box of tissues, minimum of 160 tissues

Chemistry I, Chemistry II*, Physics* (Mr. Snidle):
- composition book – not spiral bound
- blue or black pens and #2 pencils
- one red pen (can be used in other classes)
- 2 black dry erase markers
- Paper for notetaking:
  - spiral bound notebook
  - loose leaf paper and binder
- folder to organize homework
- scientific or graphing calculator

*Bound index cards strongly suggested for Chem II and Physics

Physical Science (Mr. Snidle):
- notebook paper or notebook
- blue or black pens and LOTS of #2 pencils
- one red pen (can be used in other classes)
- 3-ring (1”) binder for notes and homework
- scientific or graphing calculator
- one box tissues, 100 count or larger

Social Studies
Mr. Swardstrom Classes:
- One-subject notebook for each class

World Geography:
- 12 ct. or larger Crayola colored pencils
- personal pencil sharpeners

Special Education
(Mrs. Stover)
- paper
- pencils, pencils, pencils, pencils
- Kleenex (2)
- calculator (optional)
- pink erasers
- personal headphones/earbuds (to use when on computer)
- glue sticks
- White out

(Mrs. Cowling)
- 2 boxes Kleenex
- 4 pkgs notecards
- 2 pkgs mechanical pencils
- 2 pink erasers
- Clorox wipes
- hand sanitizer
- 1 ream of computer paper